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We present a method to perform in situ microrheological measurements on monolayers of soft materials
undergoing viscoelastic transitions under compression. Using the combination of a Langmuir trough mounted
on the inverted microscope stage of a laser scanning confocal microscope we track the motion of individual
fluorescent quantum dots partly dispersed in monolayers spread at the air-water interface. From the calculated
mean square displacement of the probe particles and extending a well established scheme of the generalized
Stokes-Einstein relation in bulk to the interface we arrive at the viscoelastic modulus for the respective
monolayers as a function of surface density. Measurements on monolayers of glassy as well as nonglassy
polymers and a standard fatty acid clearly show sensitivity of our technique to subtle variations, in the
viscoelastic properties of the highly confined materials under compression. Evidence for possible spatial
variations of such viscoelastic properties at a given surface density for the fatty acid monolayer is also
provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Soft materials in general and complex fluids in particular
when confined to dimensions comparable to their intrinsic
structural and dynamical length scales tend to show devia-
tion in mechanical and dynamical and related properties as
compared to those observed in their respective bulk form
�1–8�. Various indirect methods have been used to infer
changes in properties of soft materials confined at interface,
such as the glass transition temperature �Tg� or melting/
solidification temperatures etc. �1–8�. However, lack of di-
rect measurements with controlled variation of degree of
confinement and the properties of the confining interfaces
have lead to controversy and ambiguity regarding the nature
of changes that confined complex fluids, supposedly, un-
dergo in confinement. Confining materials at fluid-fluid inter-
faces using the Langmuir-Blodgett �LB� technique is an ideal
method to study properties of quasi-two-dimensional �2D�
systems in a controlled way by variation not only of param-
eters like surface density, � and, but also properties and pa-
rameters of the confining fluid phases �9–17�, such as tem-
perature, T. However, performing in situ measurements of
rheological or mechanical properties, of such complex con-
fined fluids, using the LB technique is quite challenging due
to the difficulty of accessing the fluid-fluid interface for such
measurements. Recently, interface rheology measurements at
the fluid-fluid interface has been demonstrated by the groups
of Fuller using an interfacial stress rheometer �ISR� �18� and
by the group of Sood using a modification of a conventional
rheometer �19� to perform measurements at interface. How-
ever the measurements performed by the latter on various
monolayers cannot be performed with any degree of control
over morphology or areal density as can be achieved with a
Langmuir trough and the sensitivity of the measurements to
interface properties cannot be easily quantified. The ISR, on
the other hand, is based on Langmuir trough and hence the
interface rheology measurements can be done with greater
control over the monolayer conditions. However, one of the
limitations of the technique is the frequency range, which

can be probed which is currently available from 0.1–10 Hz
�18�. More over, the size ��250 �m� and inertia of the typi-
cal probes used is a limitation on the surface sensitivity of
the technique �20�. In addition no information on possible
spatial variation of rheological properties of structurally het-
erogeneous materials can be obtained.

However, both the techniques have been used to study
surface rheological phase transitions in soft matter systems.
Dynamics in soft and granular materials, especially around
viscoelastic transitions such as glass formation and sol-gel
transition has been experimentally studied in bulk using
mostly rheology based techniques �21–24�. Numerical simu-
lations and theoretical calculations have shown the complex
nature of the spatiotemporal behavior of dynamics in such
systems which conventional bulk rheological measurements
are unable to observe directly �25–27�. Bulk microrheologi-
cal �MR� measurements based on particle tracking methods
�20,28� have provided direct visualization of the spatiotem-
poral heterogeneity of dynamics in such systems around the
glass or jamming transitions �21,22,29,30�. In addition bulk
MR based techniques have also provided valuable insight
into dynamics of microscopic probe particles in structurally
inhomogeneous viscoelastic fluids and their micromechani-
cal properties �31–34�. It is clear that establishment of an
equivalent technique to extend the hugely successful mi-
crorheology technique to study dynamical and mechanical
phase transitions in nanoconfined soft complex materials at
interface is highly desirable.

Video microscopy based particle tracking measurements
have been used earlier mostly at the air-water interface
�13,35–37� and recently at a fluid-fluid interface �38–40�.
Most of these measurements as well as theoretical effort �41�
have focused on extracting the viscous properties of the bare
fluid-fluid interface and establishing conditions under which
interface properties can be unambigously separated from
bulk values. The experimental studies have mostly focused
on purely viscous monolayers or freestanding soap films
�38–40� including the work done in the group of Rondelez
on monolayers of lipids to extract the surface concentration
dependence of viscosity of these monolayers �14�. Recently,
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the measurements have been also extended to a fluid-gel in-
terface �42�. However, this measurement was not performed
using controlled variation of surface concentration that is
only possible with the LB method. Similarly, possibility of
interface microrheology at air-fluid interface has been dem-
onstrated using a method similar to that of Fuller’s group but
using much smaller diameter magnetic nanowire as a probe
�43�. Here again, the focus is on establishing conditions of
interface stress sensitivity and comparison of surface to bulk
drag on the immersed probe. Recently, a scheme for per-
forming interface microrheology �IMR� on Langmuir mono-
layers has been developed �44� based on �1 �m beads
trapped using optical tweezers. The technique is a step in the
right direction and significantly enhances the measurable fre-
quency range from 10 Hz to 10 KHz. However, the surface
sensitivity would still be lower unless high viscosity mono-
layers are used. Moreover, it would be impossible to estimate
the local viscoelastic modulus for heterogeneous monolay-
ers. However, fluorescence based probe particle tracking
methodology has not been used in any of these measure-
ments. Here we have developed a new platform for con-
trolled study of the dynamics of soft and granular materials
in quasi-2D confinement by combining the two powerful and
versatile techniques—LB and MR—using LB trough and
fluorescence laser scanning confocal microscopy �FLSCM�.
Here we discuss results of IMR measurements on Langmuir
monolayers of various soft materials including a standard
surfactant, arachidic acid �AA�, two nonglassy polymers
polymethyl acrylate �PMA� and polyvinyl acetate �PVAc�,
and a glassy polymer polymethyl methacrylate �PMMA�. All
these monolayers, existing in the form of highly confined
materials, were systematically compressed so that they un-
dergo mechanical transitions and the IMR measurements
were performed, in situ, at various surface densities. The
resulting monolayers are expected to have varying degrees of
viscoelasticity depending on surface concentration and,
hence, offers the possibility of extracting the respective sur-
face moduli. The frequency dependence of the extracted vis-
coelastic moduli for these different materials showed clear
variations indicative of the differences in the mechanical
properties as a function of respective surface densities. A
significant advantage of our method is the extreme sensitiv-
ity to viscoelastic transitions occurring in low viscosity films
due to the usage of a nanometer size quantum-dot �QD�
probe �18,20�. In addition the small size of the probes allows
extraction of spatially resolved viscoelastic properties of het-
erogeneous monolayers, as will be shown later.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Monodisperse cadmium selenide �CdSe� probe QDs
capped with trioctylphosphine oxide �TOPO� were synthe-
sized following the method of Peng et al. �45�. Synthesized
CdSe QDs were cleaned several times using methanol fol-
lowed by centrifuging to remove excess reagents and extract
powders of CdSe. Diameter of the CdSe QDs were estimated
to be around 9 nm from UV visible absorption spectroscopy
and transmission electron microscope �TEM� measure-
ments �Fig. 1�. Solutions of CdSe particles of concentration

0.4 mg/ml were prepared using chloroform �Sigma Aldrich,
99.9%� and mixed with solutions of PMMA �Polyscience� of
molecular weight �MW� 227 and 30 K, PVAc �Polymer
Source� of MW 62 K, PMA �polymer source� of MW 172 K,
AA �Sigma Aldrich�, respectively. The concentration of the
polymer solutions was 0.4 mg/ml. The ratio CdSe:PMMA,
CdSe:PMA, CdSe:PVAc, and CdSe-AA in final solutions
were optimized to avoid the effect of interparticle interaction
on the dynamics of the probe particles. Final solutions, used
for LB and IMR experiments, were stirred for
2 h before starting the experiment.

To prepare the Langmuir monolayers we used home-made
Teflon trough of total area 142 cm2 with temperature control
and fitted with an fluorescence free optical quartz window
�thickness=1 mm� at the bottom of the trough. This was
used in combination with an LB instrument �KSV-Finland�
with hydrophilic barriers made of Delrin. The entire trough
was further enclosed in a air-tight optically transparent con-
tainer to ensure thermal stability and minimize drift due to
convection and temperature variations �Fig. 2�. The trough
and barriers were cleaned carefully with ethanol and de-
ionized water �Barnstead, resistivity 18.2 M� /cm�. Mono-
layers at the air-water interface were obtained by spreading
solutions �35 �l� of the polymer and CdSe QD, using
Hamilton microsyringe, onto the water surface of trough at
room temperature �27 °C� and waiting for 20 min to let the
spreading solvent evaporate. After evaporation of the sol-
vent, lateral compression and expansion of the monolayer
leads to reversible and hysteresis-free isotherms. Before each
measurement two cycles of compression and decompression
were performed to make the respective monolayers homoge-
neous. Surface pressures ��=�-�0� were determined using a
Platinum Wilhelmy plate. Compression and decompression
of the monolayers were performed at 10 mm/min. The LB
trough was mounted on the inverted microscope stage �DMI
6000 CS� of a FLSCM from Leica, Germany �TCS SP5�. We
used a 50� objective �numerical aperture 0.5, free working
distance=8.2 mm, xy resolution=390 nm� for imaging the
QD embedded monolayers with variable exposure times. Ar-
gon �488 nm� laser were used for excitation and the emission
�fluorescence� was observed in the 600–620 nm wavelength
range. The fluorescence was separated from the excitation
light by a dichroic beam splitter. The spectral resolution of

FIG. 1. �a� TEM image of the CdSe QD. The QDs appear to be
fairly monodisperse with an estimated mean diameter of 9 nm. �b�
UV-visible absorbance data for the QDs dispersed in chloroform.
Formation of fairly monodisperse QDs is clearly evident from the
existence of two exicitonic absorption peaks.
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the LSCM is 2 nm. The intensity of laser was adjusted con-
tinuously via an acousto-optical tunable filter �AOTF� while
the reflected light was collected using a photomultiplier tube
�PMT�. Time series of confocal XY images of the QD em-
bedded monolayers were collected by fixed trough areas �or
��. The exposure times varied from 0.05 to 2 s with a pixel
resolution from 50–500 nm depending on the number of pix-
els used. The typical QD probe density in the monolayer was
�5�10−4 �m−2.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Isotherms and compression modulus

Both our measurements and earlier data �46� indicate that
the air-water interface is a bad interface for PMMA with a
2D Flory exponent 	�0.55. Hence, the respective radius of
gyration, Rg=aN	 /�6, of the PMMA polymers are 2.6 nm
�N=60�, 6.2 nm �N=300�, 12 nm �N=1000�, 19 nm �N
=2270�. Here a is the statistical segment length of PMMA. It
is also known that for both PMA and PVAc, the air-water
interface is a good solvent �46–48� and the 2D Flory expo-
nent is 	�0.75. Using this value one can estimate Rg for
PMA 172 K �N=2000� to be 78 nm and that for PVAc 62 K
�N=1454� to be 17 nm. To estimate the thickness of the
monolayers, we transferred the monolayers at concentrations
above ��� onto silicon substrates using a modified
Langmuir-Schaefer method �47�. The respective thicknesses
of the transferred monolayers of PMMA, PVAc, and PMA
were estimated using ellipsometry �Sentech, Germany�. It

turns out that the thicknesses of the transferred monolayers
varied between 2–3 nm for the various monolayers. In Fig.
3�a� we show a typical surface pressure, �—area �Mma�
isotherm of AA monolayers with CdSe QD embedded in it.
The isotherm is typical of AA �10� monolayers, with clear
evidence of a liquid-solid transition occurring between mean
molecular area �Mma� of 30–18 Å2. The isothermal com-
pression modulus, 
, as shown in Fig. 3�b�, also increases
from Mma of �30 Å2 and goes through a maximum within
the liquid-solid coexistence region followed by a decrease
upto �20 Å2 after which there is a steep rise in the modulus
indicative of formation of a solid and highly elastic mono-
layer. Similarly, the nature of typical isotherms for a glassy
polymer, PMMA, of two different molecular weights, are
shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�. The bulk glass transition tem-
peratures, Tg, of these polymers are 120 °C �227 K� and
115 °C �30 K� �49�, respectively. The respective compres-
sion moduli as a function of the surface concentration, � are
shown in Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�. Above a certain minimum con-
centration �=�min two crossovers in 
 can be clearly ob-
served. At �=��� the monolayer crosses over from semidi-
lute to the concentrated region. An additional transition can
be observed at ����. Each of these transitions are also indica-
tive of possible changes in viscoelastic and mechanical prop-
erties of the monolayers for which a surface rheological mea-
surement is required. The isotherms for two nonglassy
�under ambient conditions� polymers, PVAc �Tg=35 °C� and
PMA �Tg=15 °C� are shown in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�, respec-
tively. The respective compression moduli, shown in Figs.
5�c� and 5�d�, indicate the main transitions at �=���.

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Photograph of the experimental setup
with the temperature controlled LB trough resting on the inverted
microscope stage of a Leica LSCM. �b� Schematic of the experi-
mental setup. A typical confocal image of a polymer monolayer
surface with fluorescent QD probe particles is shown on the right.

FIG. 3. �a� Surface pressure � vs mean molecular area �Mma�
isotherms of arachidic acid embedded with CdSe QD monolayers.
�b� Isothermal compression modulus 
=−�A ��

�A �T for the same show-
ing clearly the structural transitions in the monolayer, where A is the
mean molecular area. The arrows indicate the respective Mma of
the monolayers at which IMR measurements indicate viscoelastic
transition. Inset: zoomed view of 
 at higher Mma. The arrow in-
dicates the Mma at which we observe a viscoelastic transition in
IMR measurements.
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B. Interface microrheology

Here we describe details of the methodology of IMR mea-
surements that were performed using the Langmuir trough
and a LSCM on the systems that were described in the pre-
vious section. Interface microrheology data were collected at
different points along the �-� �or �-area� isotherms at con-
stant temperature �27 °C�, as described earlier. In Fig. 6 we
show typical embedded CdSe QD particle trajectories in re-
spective media �refer caption for details�. While comprehen-
sive understanding of the particle dynamics and hence the
underlying mechanical properties of the embedding medium
can only be understood by detailed analysis of the nature of
the mean-squared displacement �MSD� and the resulting
micro-rheological moduli, the trajectories nevertheless, pro-
vide a preliminary idea about the mechanical properties of

the medium. For example, the particle trajectories in PVAc
and PMA are indicative of simple diffusive behavior and
hence the indicative of an underlying, predominantly, vis-
cous medium. On the other hand the trajectories in PMMA
and AA are indicative of fluid medium with significant elas-
ticity.

Mean-square displacements were calculated by calculat-
ing the positions of the particles in the image using Image-J
software. The motion of the particles in monolayers at water/
air interface consisted of random diffusive motion and con-
vective drift induced by the convection of air above the sur-
face. The convective drift velocity was determined by the
ensemble average over the velocities of the individual par-
ticles as well as over the respective imaged frames, using
equation �50�

v�t� =
1

N
	
i=1

N 
 xi�� + t� − xi���
t

� , �1�

where t is the lag time and �.. denotes the average over the
number of pairs of imaged frames �typically �100–1000�,
for a given lag time t, and N is the number of particles per
frame, which is typically around 4–5. Then diffusive particle
motion was computed by calculating the displacement of the
particle with mean drift of all particles being subtracted us-
ing equation

�x�t,�� = x�� + t� − x��� − �
t

�+t

v����d��, �2�

The MSD of single particle was calculated from time av-
erage using

��x2�t� =
1

T − t
�

0

T−t

�x2�t,��d� , �3�

For particles moving at a fluid interface the MSD,
��x2�t�, can be defined as 4D2Dt where D2D is the 2D dif-

FIG. 4. �-��� isotherms of monolayers for �a� PMMA 227 K
with CdSe QD �b� PMMA 30 K with CdSe QD. Isothermal com-
pression modulus 
=�� ��

�� �T for �c� PMMA 227 K �d� PMMA 30 K.
The respective crossover concentrations �=���, ���� are indicated
by vertical arrows.

FIG. 5. �-��� isotherms of monolayers for �a� PVAc 62 K �b�
PMA 172 K with embedded CdSe QD. Isothermal compression
modulus 
 for �c� PVAc 62 K �d� PMA 172 K. The arrows indicate
respective concentrations �=��� for crossover of the monolayers
from semidilute to concentrated region.

FIG. 6. Typical 2D trajectory of a QD probe particle in mono-
layers for �a� arachidic acid at Mma=23.4 Å2 �b� PMMA 227 K at
�=1.40 mg /m2 �c� PVAC 62 K at �=1.55 mg /m2 and �d� PMA
172 K at �=1.55 mg /m2. The scale bars are indicated in the re-
spective panels.
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fusion coefficient and takes the form derived by Saffman and
Delbruck as �51�,

D2D =
KBT

4�s
�ln� �s

�R
� − �E� , �4�

where KB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, �s is
surface viscosity of a monolayer on water, � is the bulk
viscosity of water, �E is the Euler’s constant �=0.5772� and R
is the radius of the probe particles. We further provide esti-
mates of the resolution of the technique in terms of the
smallest MSD that can be measured. In Fig. 7�a� the calcu-
lated MSDs for our QDs spin coated on a glass slide in a
PMMA matrix at room temperature, for two different imaged
pixel sizes, is shown. Since at room temperature the QDs are
expected to be static in the PMMA matrix, this provides an
estimate of the spatial resolution dependent static error in
MSD inherent to the technique. As will become evident later,
for all the data presented here the MSD values are higher that
this minimum value and hence are not affected by resolution
limited noise, as observed earlier �38�. In order to verify that
the conditions at the air-water interface were similar to ear-
lier video microscopy based particle tracking measurements
we calculated the MSD for bare CdSe particles on water at
various surface concentrations as shown in Fig. 7�b�. Using
the concentration dependent diffusion data we could verify
the surface concentrations of CdSe for which interparticle
interactions significantly affect the observed motion of indi-
vidual particles.

To quantify the surface sensitivity of our method we pro-
vide below estimates of the Boussinesq number, B0=�s /�R,
for some of typical monolayers. As is well known, the

Boussinesq number, B0 is a crucial parameter, which deter-
mines the sensitivity of an interfacial rheology device to in-
terface mechanical and rheological properties, in general,
and stress in particular �52,53�. A high value of B0�B0�1�
implies strong sensitivity to the interface rheological proper-
ties while a low value �B0�1� indicates reduced sensitivity
to surface stresses. To estimate B0 for our monolayers and
hence to obtain an idea about the sensitivity of our measure-
ments to surface rheological properties we have used both
literature values for surface shear viscosities as well as esti-
mates from our own measurements. Using the viscosity of
water at 27 °C as 1.24�10−3 Pa s, radius of QD probe par-
ticles, R, as 5 nm and surface viscosity estimates for phos-
pholid monolayers �13,14� �S�10−10 Ns /m, B0�20. Simi-
larly using the MSD data for our PMA monolayers, which
are viscous over the entire range of surface concentrations
and Eq. �4�, �S can be estimated to be �10−8 Ns /m. Using
the above estimate from our monolayers it turns out that
B0�2000. Clearly, our measurements are very surface sen-
sitive and hence the above estimates for the shear modulus
can indeed be taken to represent intrinsic properties of the
monolayers. The enhanced sensitivity, obviously comes from
the significantly smaller size of the probe particles used as
compared to other measurements of interface rheology
�13,18,20,44,53�. In addition we have also looked at the sur-
face sensitivity in terms of the Saffman-Delbruck, l0 defined
as l0=�S /� �54,55�. Using the values of �S and � as dis-
cussed above we find l0 to be �13 �m. Using the value of
radius of our QD probe particles as 4.5�10−3 �m, we find
that R / l0�1 implying that the drag experienced by our
probe particles in the respective monolayers are essentially
2D in nature.

This high-surface sensitivity allows determination of
subtle viscoelastic transitions occurring in monolayers with
low modulus, which would otherwise be difficult to observe
with interface rheology �18,19� or the recently developed
interface microrheology methods based on optical tweezers
with �1 �m beads or with magnetic nanowires.

Having established the appropriate conditions suitable for
IMR we performed several measurements on monolayers
with widely different characteristic. Figure 8 shows MSD for
probe motion in AA at various mean molecular area. Clear
trends in the change of the nature of the MSD with increas-
ing area is observable. Most notably, at the lowest molecular
area we find that the MSD has a strong plateau—it is almost
independent of time—indicative of probe particle motion in
a highly elastic medium. At the highest surface Mma, the
motion of the QD, on the other hand, is almost diffusive
indicative of a more viscous liquidlike condition of the em-
bedding medium. It might be noted that the lowest area cor-
responds to the point where both the pressure and the com-
pression modulus starts rising steeply �refer Fig. 3�b��. This
point is well known from structural studies on arachidic and
other related fatty acids as the onset of the solid ordered
phase �56�. Similarly, at the highest measured area there is a
transition of the monolayer from the gaseous to the liquid or
liquid condensed phase �56�. The viscoelastic nature of the
underlying phases will become clear from evaluation of the
respective interface microrheology parameters. We have also
analyzed MSD data for different embedded probe QDs from

FIG. 7. MSD of tracked QD probe particles. �a� Probes spin
coated with polymer on glass slides at room temperature and �b�
freely diffusing on the surface of water. The numbers in �a� indi-
cates the spatial resolution of the imaged frames in the respective
data. All the image frames were collected with the resolution of 50
nm/pixel. The density � at which measurements on monolayer of
CdSe QD were performed are indicated in the panel in mg /m2 in
�b�.
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the arachidic acid monolayer at the same Mma in order to
observe possible spatial dependence of the viscoelastic prop-
erties of the monolayer. In Fig. 9, we show MSD for three
typical particles at two different Mma of arachidic acid
within the liquid-solid co-existence region. It is known that
within this region the morphology of the monolayers are
quite heterogeneous with the random distribution of solid
and liquidlike domains. It is quite likely that if one is able to
track the motion of a large number of embedded QDs, which
are randomly distributed in the monolayers, it would be pos-
sible to detect differences in the respective MSDs depending
on whether the probes are embedded in a solidlike or fluid-
like domain. Quite interestingly we find, especially for lower
Mma �Fig. 9�a��, that the tracked particle shows subtle dif-
ferences in MSD. Although, it is not possible to image or
specify the location of the probes in domains having differ-

ent ordering, this is a likely reason behind the observed dif-
ference in the MSDs. Differences are also observed for the
MSDs collected on probe particles at lower Mma �Fig. 9�b��
although the MSDs are qualitatively much more similar to
each other than those in Fig. 9�a�. This could be expected
since with increasing compression, more and more solidlike
domains nucleate in the monolayer and hence chances of
observing significant differences in viscoelastic properties
among domains decrease considerably as the liquid-solid
transition point is approached. It might be noted that such
heterogeneity was observed in recent multiparticle tracking
microrheology measurements, using large colloidal beads, in
adsorbed protein layers at the air-water interface �57�.

We next studied the IMR for various polymeric monolay-
ers having widely different chemical as well as physical
properties such as glass transition temperature etc. Figure 10
shows the respective MSD as a function of time, �, for all the
above polymers. Once again strong differences between the
nature if MSD for the different polymers are observed. While
the MSD for PMMA 227 K and PMMA 30 K show clear
onset of a plateau at short and intermediate time followed by
a long time diffusive regime at high surface concentrations,
�, that for PVAc 62 K and PMA 172 K indicate diffusive or
mildly subdiffusive nature of probe particle displacements
over the entire observation time scale, even at the highest
surface concentrations.

To obtain better insight into the viscoelastic transitions
underlying the observed variations of MSD with nature of
polymer or surface concentration we decided to extend the
well developed formalism of extraction of microrheological
parameters of bulk materials, from MSD of probe particles,
to the interface. We describe in the following the methodol-
ogy adopted to extract the IMR parameters from the ob-
served interface probe particle displacements of materials ex-
isting in a highly confined state in the form of monolayers at
the air-water interface.

FIG. 8. MSD of QD probe particles embedded in arachidic acid
monolayers. The Mma at which measurements were performed are
indicated in the respective panels. The solid line indicates the power
law profile, similar to Eq. �7�, used to represent the MSD in Eqs. �5�
and �6� to obtain the corresponding viscoelastic moduli

FIG. 9. Variation of MSD for different probe particles at Mma
of �a� 29 Å2 and �b� 26 Å2 for arachidic acid monolayer. The
slopes of the long time variation of MSD is indicated alongside the
respective data.

FIG. 10. MSD for monolayers with embedded QD for �a�
PMMA 227 K, �b� PMMA 30 K, �c� PVAc 62 K, and �d� PMA 172
K. The density � at which measurements were performed are indi-
cated in the respective panels in mg /m2. The solid lines in the
respective panels indicates the power law profile, similar to Eq. �7�,
used to represent the MSD in Eqs. �5� and �6� to obtain the corre-
sponding viscoelastic moduli
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The linear viscoelastic moduli G2D�s� for an 2D isotropic
medium can be estimated following equation such as �28,58�

G2D
˜�s� =

2KBT

3s��x̃2�s�
, �5�

To evaluate G2D�s� we have to calculate ��x2�s� from
��x2�t�, the MSD in time domain by using numerical
Laplace transformation using the following relation �58�

��x2�s� = �
0

�

��x2�t�e−stdt . �6�

For performing this transformation we have as assumed
that the MSD is an explicit function of time which we have
modeled as

��x2�t� = at� + bt�, �7�

where the � represents the slope of the short time and � the
long time part of MSD. We found that 0.03���0.09 and
0.4���1.0 in the obtained data. To obtain the frequency
dependent modulus we put in Eq. �3� �58� s= i�, where � is
the frequency and identify G2D

� ��� as,

G2D
�̃ ��� =

2KBT

3i���x̃2�i��
. �8�

The real and imaginary part of the resulting complex vis-
coelastic modulus �G2D� ����, G2D� ��� can then be identified
with the storage and loss moduli, respectively. Using this
scheme we demonstrate the nature and variation of obtained
interface viscoelastic moduli for the various systems de-
scribed earlier. In our set up, currently we can cover a fre-
quency range of 0.01–20 Hz, which is a significant improve-
ment over what can be achieved using ISR. The high-
frequency limit can be enhanced with faster confocal
scanning. We would also like to highlight the work of Helfer
et al. �59–61�, which provides experimental and theoretical
evidence of probe size dependent sensitivity of frequency
dependence of surface power spectral density of micron-
sized beads in optical traps in active microrheology measure-
ments on fluid membranes. Specifically, it is clearly shown
that there exists a cutoff frequency above which the rheologi-
cal nature of a membrane, as probed by a bead, is determined
by the viscous forces on it due to the surrounding fluid and is
hence always diffusive while below it the viscoelastic nature
of the membrane is probed. It turns out that the cutoff fre-
quency depends on the elastic modulus of the membrane and
is inversely proportional to the size of the bead. Helfer et al.
have provided an estimate for this frequency for a typical
bead size of 1 �m and a 2D elastic modulus of �1 �N /m
of �200 Hz. However, if the bead size is increased to
�200–300 �m then the cutoff frequency comes down to
�1 Hz or less. This therefore restricts the possibility of ob-
serving viscoelastic transitions for typical ISR setups to
monolayers having an 2D elastic modulus of �10 mN m,
which would typically occur for very solidlike monolayers.
On the other hand in our case, this cutoff frequency is ex-
pected to be �100 KHz or alternatively allows observation
of viscoelastic transitions of low-2D elastic moduli systems
of �1 nN /m within our measured range.

In Fig. 11 the obtained interface microrheological moduli
for arachidic acid monolayer as a function of mean molecu-
lar area is depicted. The obtained viscoelastic moduli of the
monolayer show two clear crossover from viscous liquid at
Mma of 33 Å2 �G2D� �G2D� � to a viscoelastic fluid at
31.8 Å2 and further to a highly elastic solid at 20.8 Å2

�G2D� �G2D� �. The transitions also match well with the ob-
served phase transitions as can be observed from the �-area
isotherms as well as from the isothermal compression modu-
lus. Interestingly, we do not observe any transition across the
area where the compression modulus goes through a maxi-
mum �Mma �23 Å2�. To emphasize the nature of the tran-
sitions further we show the variation of the extracted moduli,
G2D� and G2D� , as a function of Mma for AA monolayers, for
two frequencies in Fig. 12. While the crossover from viscous
liquid to solidlike surface rheological behavior is clearly evi-
dent for both frequencies, similar to other surface rheological
measurements �62�, the more subtle frequency dependent
transitions from viscous to viscoelastic behavior, which oc-
curs above a certain frequency is only evident from our en-
hanced surface sensitive IMR measurements.

We next turn our attention to the case of a high Tg
polymer—PMMA. As evident from Fig. 13, the qualitative

FIG. 11. Storage �G2D� � �solid symbol� and loss �G2D� � �open
symbol� modulus for arachidic acid. Corresponding Mma are indi-
cated in the respective panels. Evidence of viscoelastic transitions
in the monolayer are clearly visible.

FIG. 12. G2D� �solid symbol� and G2D� �open symbol� vs Mma
�Å2� for Arachidic acid at two different frequencies �in Hz� indi-
cated in the panels.
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nature is similar to that observed for AA. However, the tran-
sition from viscoelastic to elasticlike behavior is indicative
2D glass formation, as shown earlier �49�. Similar behavior
is observed for the lower molecular weight �30 K� PMMA
monolayer as indicated in Fig. 14. However, there are subtle
differences in the obtained moduli between the low and high-
molecular weight PMMA monolayers. For instance, the
viscous-viscoelastic and the viscoelastic-elastic transitions
occurs at higher surface concentrations, �, for the PMMA
monolayer with higher molecular weight. The sensitivity of
our technique to subtle variations in surface viscoelastic
properties including onset of glassy behavior is thus well
demonstrated.

Turning our attention to nonglassy �under ambient condi-
tions� polymers we find similar sensitivity of the IMR tech-

nique to surface viscoelastic phase transitions. For monolay-
ers of PVAc we find only one clear crossover point—the
viscous-viscoelastic crossover at low �, as depicted in Fig.
15. However, upto the highest measured surface concentra-
tions we do not find any other viscoelastic transitions, as was
observed for PMMA or AA. We have not extended the mea-
surements to higher concentrations since it is known that that
the monolayers could buckle or collapse �47� and, hence, the
observed behavior would not be representative of the mono-
layer. Finally, we have also studied a polymer which is
chemically very similar to PMMA in order to establish
whether the observed differences are related to the intrinsic
viscoelastic condition of the polymer monolayers or are re-
flection of just the chemical interaction between the capped
CdSe QD and the different polymers. It turns out that inspite
of the chemical similarity of PMA to PMMA the viscoelastic
nature of the PMA monolayers and their variation with sur-
face density, as shown in Fig. 16, is closer to that of PVAc
rather than PMMA. As mentioned earlier, the Tg of PMA is

FIG. 13. G2D� �solid symbol� and G2D� �open symbol� for PMMA
227 K. The corresponding � values are indicated in the respective
panels in mg /m2.

FIG. 14. G2D� �solid symbol� and G2D� �open symbol� for PMMA
30 K. The corresponding � values are indicated in the respective
panels in mg /m2.

FIG. 15. G2D� �solid symbol� and G2D� �open symbol� for PVAc
62 K. The corresponding � values are indicated in the respective
panels in mg /m2.

FIG. 16. G2D� �solid symbol� and G2D� �open symbol� for PMA
172 K. The corresponding � values are indicated in the respective
panels in mg /m2.
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closer to PVAc than PMMA and hence the observed behavior
can be explained in terms of the respective similarities or
differences in Tg and not to chemical nature. In Fig. 17, we
display these the various rheological transitions that the in-
vestigated glassy and nonglassy polymer monolayers un-
dergo as a function of � and �. While for PVAc and PMA
most of the interface rheological measurements do not detect
any transitions other than a constant increase in the surface
viscosity with increased surface concentration, our sensitive
measurements do sense a viscous to Maxwell type viscoelas-
tic fluid with increased concentrations which also depends on
frequency. For PMMA monolayers, on the other hand, the
high-concentration phase shows solidlike behavior, with the
onset concentration decreasing with increasing molecular
weight. Although, rheology measurements alone cannot dis-
tinguish between a solid phase and a glassy phase, our earlier
work on similar systems �49�, using a different estimate and
direct evidence for glass formation does confirm that the sol-
idlike phase is indeed glassy. However, at lower concentra-

tions, subtle viscoelastic transitions are also observed which
is unlikely to be detected by surface rheological measure-
ments with lower sensitivity.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have described the methodology of in-
terface microrheology, an extension of the well established
bulk microrheology technique to the interface. The technique
combines the power of two well-established techniques of
Langmuir-Blodgett and laser scanning confocal microscopy.
We have demonstrated the efficacy and sensitivity of this
technique to surface viscoelastic properties of diverse range
of highly confined soft materials. We demonstrate how for
well known materials such as arachidic acid with well de-
fined structural phase transitions, the IMR method detects
subtle transitions in viscoelastic properties which correspond
quite closely to the structural phase transitions. Moreover,
we provide evidence for subtle spatial variations in vis-
coelastic properties of the monolayers at fixed surface den-
sity by observing motions of multiple particles. Such varia-
tions are likely connected with the underlying structural
heterogeneity, expected in such monolayers in the liquid-
solid co-existence region and would be difficult to observe
by other interface rheological or micro-rheological methods
using much larger probes, as compared to what has been
used here. Measurements on low and high-glass transition
polymers also show the sensitivity of the technique to subtle
variations in surface mechanical properties underlying dy-
namic transitions like the glass transition. We believe that
this technique, with the demonstrated enhanced surface sen-
sitivity, has the potential to unravel, through in situ measure-
ments, subtle features in dynamical phase transitions with
spatial resolution for diverse range of nanoconfined soft,
glassy, and granular materials.
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